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inasimple life testing experiment we assume that (Xj,X^, Z„)
are n independent and identically distributed random variables
(i. i. d. r. V.) where Xi represents the life of the fth item with some
underlying probability density function (p.d.f) s&yf(x, 0). Suppose
as against the Z's being homogeneous and i. i. d. r. v'j with p. d.f.

f(x, (x)=exp {-(x-t;,)}, x>ii.

(«—l) of them are distributed as/(;c, (x) and one of them is distri
buted asfix, 1^+8), :c>ix+S, S>0 (Kale and Sinha [1]). Before the
start of the experiment we have no prior knowledge as to which one
of these n observations is the outlier. We are interested in estimating
[i. where S acts as a nuisance parameter.

It is well-known that Ti=xm ^ is the uniformly minimum
variance unbiased estimator of > under S=0. Before we look for
an alternative estimator we study how Tj behaves in the presence of

2. Distribution oj for a given S.

Let = —

Considering the n possible positions of the outlier observation.
the Jointd.f of Fdj, 7,2,,. , is given by

n !
'(1)/ ^(2)i r ^n^ exp (- I )

exp ^( ^(1)' S exp |[ - S Y^
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§)+ +cxp^-Y y^i) ) exp |-( y,n,-8 )•

where I (a, b)=\, a'^b

and =0, a<b.

For ya) > S,

l-C(«)=P(7a, >M)
CO

==--exp{-(«—!)«} exp {—(j-8)}^/p

=exp (S){exp (-nu)},
and 1S)=H exp {-wj'd)} exp (S)

, For ><(1) < S,

g{yw 15]= exp (5)
(h-1) exp (-(«-!) S}

-+
(«—2) exp {—(n—2) S}

(n-2).!
[1-^(3^(1,)

^ («-3)exp{-(«-3).8} {l-F(j>n))F ,
+ (/2-3) ! - . -t-

2exp(-2s)
+ 21 (n-3)!

2 !

+ exp (—S)

. in-1) !
{n-2) !

exp(-j(i))
(n-2) !

exp {—(«—2)8} + (n-2) exp {—(n—3) 8}

M-3

...(1)

+ exp (-8)(n-2)

exp (-j(i))

= (h-1) exp (-J(i))

=(«-!) exp (-j'(i))

,=(h-1) exp {-(n-1) J(i)}

exp(-S)+{l-i^(ja,)}

exp (—8) +

J'd)

exp (-y)dy
n«-2

...(2)
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Froja (1) and (2) we obtain

^{5^(i)}=«{exp (S)} j {exp {-ny)}dy^-{n'- \)

s

y Texp {-{n--\)y}]dy
0

=(•^+8 )=xp{-(/.-l) S)+-^-(
exp {-(«-!) S}

exp {-(/;-1)8}
n—l /;(« —])

Bias(r.i«=£ ( ,
wilich —— as S oo .

«(n-l)

MSE ('•./S)=;g|rjy^jl+fa-l) S},
,. , 1 ~

which as 5 -> oo .
n\n —\Y

Note that for S=0, we have the well known results

^(J(i))=n exp i-nya)), y^ >0,

and

1
Var (:i'(i))=-

|2

Consider the estimator r=X(i) ^
/;-l

1Bias (r/5)=Bias (r,/S)-
n(n-l)

which 0 as 8 oo

MSE(r/S)=MSE(r./S) - IBiasJ^)

wnich as s .

The maximum increase in MSE= lim MSE— lim MSE
§->co 5-^0 '

1
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.2

and

n{n-\f

2

with Tj

with T.
ri\n-\)

The maximum increase in MSB (Ti/S) and MSB (7/8) are
computed for n=5 (1) lO^and S=2 (2) 10.

Maximum Increase in MSE

\ «
Estimator \

\
5 6 7 8 9 10

0.025 0.013 0.008 0.005 0.003 0.002

T 0,020 O.OIl 0.007 0.004 0.003 0.00 2

T has a uniformly smaller MSB than T^. The computed values using,
these (n, S) pairs provide corroborative evidence in support of the
conclusion which for large S is otherwise obvious from the fact that
the expression for the maximum increase in MSE (T/S) is less than
that for such increase in MSE (rj/S).

Summary

Consider a situation where(n—1)of the observations (Zj, Zj..., Xn)
are distributed as /(x, n)=exp {-(^c—(a)} and one of them
is distributed as/(;c, (x+S), The problem of estimating [a
where S acts as a nuisance parameter has been discussed and the
estimator

T—Xn\ —is recommended, on the basis of a comparative
n — l

study of the two estimators considered, viz.

randri=Za,-^.
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